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ABSTRACT: Localized plasmonic structured illumination
microscopy (LPSIM) provides multicolor wide-ﬁeld superresolution imaging with low phototoxicity and high-speed
capability. LPSIM utilizes a nanoscale plasmonic antenna
array to provide a series of tunable illumination patterns
beyond the traditional diﬀraction limit, allowing for
enhanced resolving powers down to a few tens of
nanometers. Here, we demonstrate wide-ﬁeld LPSIM
with 50 nm spatial resolution at video rate speed by
imaging microtubule dynamics with low illumination
power intensity. The design of the LPSIM system makes
it suitable for imaging surface eﬀects of cells and tissues
with regular sample preparation protocols. LPSIM can be extended to much higher resolution, representing an excellent
technology for live-cell imaging of protein dynamics and interactions.
KEYWORDS: super-resolution microscopy, plasmonics, structure illumination microscopy, live-cell imaging, nanofabrication, LPSIM
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density, and system complexity that limits its practical
applications.1 For instance, localization-based super-resolution
techniques are typically very slow. STED usually has a small
ﬁeld of view due to its scanning mechanism, and the high
intensity STED beam can potentially damage sensitive
biological samples. Standard SIM has a wide ﬁeld of view,
high imaging speed, and relatively low photodamage but with a
comparatively low 2 times resolution enhancement compared
to the diﬀraction limit.6,7,13−21
SIM illuminates a sample with a sequence of sinusoidal
interference patterns of high spatial frequency, which make the
ﬁne structures of the sample become visible as moiré fringes.
Recent advances in SIM have extended its resolution to 84 nm
by combining total internal reﬂection ﬂuorescence (TIRF)
microscopy with a high NA objective to study dynamics in
cellular structures.15 By collecting time-series images of live
samples, SIM has demonstrated up to 11 Hz video speed for
2D imaging7,15 and up to 100 Hz with reduced resolution.17
Saturated structured illumination microscopy (SSIM) or
nonlinear SIM can harvest high-order Fourier components
from the nonlinear ﬂuorescent response, leading to much

ive observation of cell signaling pathways, immune
responses, surface events during cell cycle and adhesion,
and movement of proteins and calcium ions inside live
cells is essential to understand cell dynamics, biochemical
activities, and response to internal and external stimuli. Fixed
biosamples can be observed at nanometer accuracy with X-ray
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging, but live-cell
resolution is limited to around 200 nm due to the diﬀraction
limit of optical microscope systems. To visualize and detect the
motion and interaction of nanoscale features and to image
cytoskeletal structures in living cells, diﬀerent proteins can be
ﬂuorescently marked with diﬀerent colors by using self-labeling
proteins tags, 1,2 genetically encoded markers such as
ﬂuorescent proteins,3 synthetic organic ﬂuorophores,3 or
engineered probes coupled to ligands that bind to speciﬁc
proteins.4 To observe sub-diﬀraction-limited biostructures, a
number of super-resolution microscopy techniques1,5 have
been developed during the past decade, including structured
illumination microscopy (SIM),6,7 stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy,8,9 stochastic optical reconstruction
microscopy (STORM),10,11 and photoactivated localization
microcopy (PALM).12 These methods have evolved into new
microscopy sub-branches and extended the capability of optical
imaging to a new era. However, each of these techniques has
trade-oﬀs between resolution, imaging speed, optical power
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Figure 1. Simpliﬁed optical layout of LPSIM microscopy. Beams from three lasers (405, 488, 532 nm) are co-aligned and sent through a
multimode ﬁber. Lasers are controlled with internal shutters and switched simultaneously or sequentially depending on the application. The
ﬁber is vibrated by using two 5 V motors to scramble the modes and remove speckles in the laser beam. After the ﬁber, the beam (blue line)
is collimated and reduced to a ∼1.5 mm diameter and sent through a pair of galvo mirrors to steer the beam angle of the illumination. The 4f
system of two lenses between galvo mirrors and the sample plane allows precise control of illumination angles, and a cylindrical lens corrects
the mismatch in the paths of the 4f system in two axial directions from a pair of galvo mirrors. The custom polarizer ensures TM polarization
for all of the illumination angles on the LPSIM substrate. The periodic substrate pattern and microtubules are magniﬁed for illustration
purposes. The ﬂuorescent signal from the sample is collected from above with a high NA objective and sent to the sCMOS camera after an
excitation laser ﬁlter. For multicolor imaging, the excitation laser ﬁlter is replaced with a ﬁlter wheel.

greater resolution.18,19 This method, however, inevitably causes
strong photobleaching and much slower imaging speed. By
combining SSIM with reversible photoswitchable ﬂuorescent
proteins, the phototoxicity is reduced, which allows biologically
compatible imaging with 50 nm resolution at up to a few Hz
frame rate.19
Plasmonics provides an opportunity to create periodical
illumination patterns beyond the traditional diﬀraction limit,
allowing for SIM with greatly enhanced resolution to study
near-surface eﬀects. Plasmonic SIM (PSIM) uses surface
plasmon polariton (SPP) interferences at a metallic−dielectric
interface to achieve ﬁner illumination patterns and higher
resolution.22−27 Localized plasmonic structured illumination
microscopy (LPSIM) utilizes an array of localized plasmonic
(LP) antennas to generate the illumination pattern.28−30 As
the LP ﬁeld is strongly associated with the antenna structure,
the LP ﬁeld can be tuned to contain almost arbitrarily high
spatial frequency components in the illumination pattern by
adjusting the antenna geometry.28 LPSIM allows the
generation of ﬁner periodically structured illumination
patterns, which shifts the high spatial frequency information
of the object into the detectable bandwidth of the optical
system. The prototype LPSIM system has resolved details
down to ∼80 nm for ﬁxed neuron cells.29 Recently, LPSIM has
been combined with optically trapped microlenses to further
improve its resolution.30 Properly fabricated plasmonic
structures with controlled near-ﬁeld excitation have the
potential to bring the resolution of live-cell imaging down to
a few tens of nanometers while preserving the wide ﬁeld of
view, high speed, and low phototoxicity of the SIM system.
LPSIM oﬀers a powerful approach to detect live interaction of

viruses, vesicles movement in cells, individual antibodies, and
intracellular protein signaling with much greater detail.
In this study, we experimentally demonstrate LPSIM
imaging for ﬂuorescently tagged specimens with high speed
and resolution below 50 nm and identify a pathway to improve
spatiotemporal resolution even further for monitoring dynamic
processes. To achieve this, we designed a new sapphire LPSIM
substrate, added multiple laser excitation capability, changed to
a high-speed camera, and developed system synchronization
for video speed imaging. We show a 4 Hz LPSIM video of
microtubules over a 28 × 28 μm ﬁeld of view under a laser
illumination power density of 10−15 W/cm2. By increasing the
exposure intensity to 100−150 W/cm2, the LPSIM imaging
speed can be increased up to 30−40 Hz. By sequentially
switching between diﬀerent excitation lasers, we also
demonstrate multicolor imaging. This method can monitor
dynamics of proteins in the cell membranes of neurons,
muscles, and other tissues. LPSIM uses a specialized substrate
comprising an array of designed plasmonic antennas, but it
does not require special sample preparation and handling.
Similar to traditional SIM and TIRF, the procedure to use
LPSIM is compatible with bioimaging protocols. Cells can be
grown directly on LPSIM substrates or transferred just before
imaging.

RESULTS
High-Speed LPSIM Imaging of Microtubule Dynamics. As a ﬁrst demonstration of high-speed LPSIM imaging, we
imaged microtubules stained with green ﬂuorophores (488/
550 nm) on a silica-based LPSIM substrate29 at an illumination
power density under 10 W/cm2 (see Figure 1 for experimental
setup). We can see clear improvements in resolution after
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Figure 2. Super-resolution video recording of green microtubule dynamics with LPSIM. (a,b) One frame of wide-ﬁeld diﬀraction-limited and
LPSIM images, respectively, from a 4 Hz video showing resolution enhancement over the whole ﬁeld of view (Supporting Movie S1). (c,d)
Normalized intensity proﬁles of the images in (a,b), along the dashed yellow lines. The FWHM of the microtubule is reduced from 275 to 75
nm. (e−j) Snapshots with a closer look at microtubules’ movement inside a yellow box in (a) before and after LPSIM. (k) 3D maximumintensity kymograph of a microtubule breaking apart process from the ﬁrst 40 LPSIM image frames (Supporting Movie S2).

silver discs with 125, 135, and 145 nm pitches embedded in
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) on top of sapphire cover
slides (Figure 3a−c). The optimal size and pitch of the
nanodiscs were estimated by simulating their near-ﬁeld
excitation patterns at diﬀerent incidental illumination angles
within the illumination bandwidth of the high NA objective
(Figure 3d). The thin PMMA layer protects the silver discs
from oxidation and prevents direct contact between the silver
and the biological samples. These LPSIM substrates can be
reused by washing oﬀ the PMMA protection layer with
acetone, which also strips away the ﬂuorescent sample, and
then recoating the substrate with a new PMMA protection
layer.
To characterize the resolving power, green microtubules
(488/550 nm) were drop-casted onto the sapphire LPSIM
substrate and sandwiched with a coverslip from the bottom.
The observation was made in transmission mode with a 100×
1.65 NA high-index oil immersion objectives under 20 W/cm2
illumination power density (Figure 3). A short 1 Hz video with
a 10 × 10 μm ﬁeld of view is recorded with a 100 ms exposure
time (Supporting Movie S3). The LPSIM image produces an
astonishing resolution improvement and conﬁnement over
conventional ﬂuorescent microscopy, as can be seen both in
real space (Figure 3e,f) and Fourier space (Figure 3g,h). In
Figure 3i,j, we conﬁrmed the FWHM resolution below 50 nm
by the cross-sectional proﬁle at several locations on the new
LPSIM design, which corresponds to a resolution on the order
of ∼λ/11.

applying LPSIM, and small movements in the microtubules
can be observed (Figure 2a,b and Supporting Movie S1).
Figure 2e−j shows a few snapshots of the observed movements
before and after LPSIM reconstruction. The full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) resolution for this particular video of
isolated microtubules is 75 nm in LPSIM, which is slightly
more than 3 times better than the diﬀraction-limited fwhm of
the water immersion objective with a numerical aperture (NA)
of 1.2 (Figure 2c). Figure 2a,b,d shows two closely spaced
microtubules with a 97 nm center-to-center spacing, which can
be clearly resolved with LPSIM. By recording a time series of
LPSIM frames and visualizing with kymographs, we can
evaluate live LPSIM as a tool for distinguishing the growth,
shrinkage, movement, and disintegration of microtubules.
Figure 2k visualizes the process when one microtubule breaks
apart during 40 frames of LPSIM video at a 4 Hz imaging
speed (Supporting Movie S2). With kymographs, we can
detect and evaluate the precise time and duration of transitions
between states.
Less Than 50 nm Resolution with an Ultrahigh NA
Objective and New Sapphire LPSIM Substrates. To push
the resolution down to 50 nm while retaining high speed and
low phototoxicity, we developed a new LPSIM structure on a
sapphire substrate, which is designed to be used with an
ultrahigh numerical aperture objective (see Methods and
Figure S1). By using standard clean room processes including
e-beam lithography and thin ﬁlm deposition, we fabricated
several 1 mm2 uniform hexagonal lattices of 60 nm diameter
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Figure 3. A 50 nm live imaging with LPSIM on a sapphire substrate. (a) Top-view SEM images of the plasmonic antenna array at diﬀerent
magniﬁcations, showing a hexagonal lattice of silver nanodiscs on the sapphire substrate. The disc diameter is 60 nm, and the pitch is 135
nm. (b) SEM cross-sectional image of a 60 nm silver nanodisc on silicon instead of sapphire substrate with PMMA coating to check the
fabrication accuracy of the structure. (c) Photograph of the whole sapphire substrate with three patterned antenna array areas with 125, 135,
and 145 nm pitch size. (d) Generated near-ﬁeld intensity patterns on an object plane created by TM-polarized laser beam incident to the 60
nm hexagonal silver disc array on the sapphire substrate at angles of −60, 0, and 60°, along one of the three symmetry axes. (e) Diﬀractionlimited image of green microtubules. (f) Corresponding LPSIM image of (e) with signiﬁcantly improved resolution (Supporting Movie S3).
(g,h) Spatial frequency spectra (in log scale) of a diﬀraction-limited and LPSIM image, respectively. The k0 is the cutoﬀ wave-vector of the
diﬀraction-limited system. The LPSIM technique increases the spatial frequency approximately 3-fold. (i,j) Normalized intensity proﬁle of
the images in (e,f) along the dashed yellow lines. The FWHM of the microtubule image is 43 and 54 nm at two diﬀerent locations.

Multicolor Imaging of Fluorescent Beads. Finally,
LPSIM can be readily extended to multiple colors by either
illumination with diﬀerent lasers sequentially or by simultaneous excitation of a multicolor ﬂuorescent sample and
recording with split-view devices or an additional camera.
Multicolor imaging allows for the study of associated dynamics
between multiple ﬂuorescent target species at high spatial and
temporal resolution. Here, we demonstrated two color imaging
by sequentially switching between 488 and 532 nm lasers and,
respectively, exciting 100 nm (505/515 nm) and 45 nm (540/
560 nm) diameter ﬂuorescent polystyrene beads, which were
drop-casted onto the LPSIM sapphire substrate and imaged
with the 1.65 NA 100× objectives (Figure 4). In Figure 4a,c,
small clusters of orange and green beads are unresolvable
under normal imaging conditions, but under LPSIM, closely
spaced multicolored beads are clearly separated (Figure 4b,d).
The center-to-center spacing of the orange beads is 70 nm,
which implies the edge-to-edge gap between them is 25 nm
(Figure 4e), and the FWHM of the green beads is reduced
down to 78 nm (Figure 4f). The FWHM of the green bead
being less than its physical size of 100 nm is due to the
evanescent illumination onto spherically shaped beads (Figure
S2).

DISCUSSION
We note several clariﬁcations to the current method. First, the
ﬁnal imaging speed is determined by multiple parameters
including the camera readout speed, the illumination pattern
modulation speed, and the exposure time (which is also related
to light emission eﬃciency and illumination power density). In
the 4 Hz exemplary video, under 10 W/cm2 illumination, the
sCMOS camera requires 5.1 ms to read out each of the nine
subimages with 1024 × 1024 pixels; the mirrors require 1.3 ms
to change each illumination pattern, and then the camera
requires a 20 ms exposure time for each subimage. By reducing
the recording area on the camera to 128 × 128 pixels (2.1 ×
2.1 μm for 400× magniﬁcation) and increasing the
illumination power to get enough signal for a 1 ms exposure,
the imaging time can be reduced to ∼3.0 ms per subimage,
which results in a reconstructed video speed of 37 Hz. With a
faster and more sensitive camera and higher sample
ﬂuorescence eﬃciency, the imaging speed for LPSIM can be
improved much further beyond 37 Hz.
Second, because the localized plasmonic structure allows for
a deep subwavelength conﬁnement of the light, the locally
enhanced excitation ﬁeld extends only about 50−100 nm
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reducing the nanoantenna pitch size to 100 nm or less, the
LPSIM technique has the potential to push the resolution scale
down to 20−30 nm. Ongoing reﬁnements to LPSIM will help
to monitor additional high-speed dynamics of microscopic
features in their host environment and answer important
questions in biology and medicine.

METHODS
High-Speed Multicolored Plasmonic Microscopy. Our microscope system is based on the previously reported transmission mode
LPSIM design29 with modiﬁcation to achieve high-speed multicolored
imaging (Figure 1). To homogenize the illumination beam and
remove speckles, the laser light is coupled to a multimode ﬁber being
vibrated at high frequency using oﬀset-weight motors. Then the beam
is sent through a Fourier ﬁltering beam cleaner and collimated to a 1−
2 mm2 beam. By using galvo mirrors (Cambridge Technology
MicroMax 673) modulated at a maximum 800 Hz speed, we steer the
beam and control the incident angle onto the LPSIM substrate. To
achieve a controlled high-angle illumination of the plasmonic
substrate without a shift of the illumination area, a 4f system of two
lenses is used between the galvo mirrors and the focal plane. To
guarantee TM polarization for diﬀerent illumination directions and
prevent any time delays with polarization rotation, the beam is sent
through a custom-made polarizer plate, which is patterned so that its
shape matches precisely with the substrate orientation, before
illuminating the sample plane of the Zeiss Axioskop 2 microscope.
The ﬂuorescent signal is collected by a high NA objective (60× 1.2
NA water immersion Olympus objective or 100× 1.65 NA oil
immersion Olympus objective), sent to the camera with proper laser
ﬁlters. For optimal prolonged imaging, the substrate with biological
samples is illuminated with an intensity of approximately 10 W/cm2
and recorded by a sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu ORCA_Flash4.0 V3
digital CMOS camera (C13440−20CU)) using an image size of 512
× 512 pixels with two-bit binning and a 20 ms exposure time. The
camera capture speed limit is ∼1.72 ms for a 128 × 128 pixel image
and ∼6.1 ms for a 1024 × 1024 pixel image (512 × 512 pixel image
with two-bit binning to increase sensitivity), which is the main
limitation of the ﬁnal reconstructed speed. For the minimum possible
1 ms exposure time setting, the illumination power needs to be
increased to have enough photon counts.
To achieve multicolor imaging, we can either use multiple lasers
simultaneously or sequentially switch between colors. For sequential
imaging with one camera and multiple emission colors, we can use
shutters to switch between laser beams and synchronize with each
camera exposure. For multicolor simultaneous imaging, the diﬀerent
emission colors could be split using dichroic mirrors and band-pass
ﬁlters and then projected into multiple cameras or one camera with a
split sensor for diﬀerent colors.
To synchronize all equipment properly, we use Matlab software to
control a DAQ voltage output module (NI-9263) from National
Instruments. Illumination angles, polarization, and ﬁlters must be
switched before triggering the camera to take and save each subimage.
By acquiring nine subimages with diﬀerent illumination angles, one
high-resolution LPSIM ﬁnal image can be recovered with a blind
SIM35 numerical reconstruction method. After all sets of subimages
were collected from the camera (or cameras), the software
reconstructs high-resolution images (or video) for each color
separately, and then multiple color super-resolution images can be
overlapped together as needed.
LPSIM Substrates. We use specially designed substrates with a
hexagonal pattern of silver nanodiscs and a thin protective layer on
top of them. The geometrical parameters of the structures are chosen
such that it has three-order rotational symmetry in the xy-plane to
achieve maximum k-space coverage. For visible wavelengths, the
designed LPSIM substrate structure consists of a large area of a 2D
hexagonal array of 60 nm silver nanoantennas embedded in PMMA or
silica substrate, with periodicity (center to center) of 125−150 nm
depending on the desired numerical aperture of the system. The
diﬀerent periodicities of the plasmonic structure make the frequency

Figure 4. Two color LPSIM demonstration. (a) Diﬀraction-limited
image of a mixture of orange (45 nm in diameter) and green (100
nm in diameter) ﬂuorescent beads. (b) Corresponding LPSIM
image of (a) with more than 3 times resolution improvement. (c,d)
Closer look at the area inside of the box from (a,b). (e,f)
Normalized intensity proﬁle of the pair of orange beads along the
dashed white line and a green bead along dot line in (c,d).

inside the specimen, which creates a higher intensity
illumination pattern at lower total laser power and limits the
phototoxic exposure of biological samples to a small fraction of
the tissue volume. The Purcell eﬀect of the plasmonic structure
reduces the ﬂuorescence lifetime of the ﬂuorescent molecules,
resulting in lower photobleaching in the biological samples.31−33 When imaging through thick samples, crosssectioning using postprocessing imaging analysis34 can be
used to remove out-of-plane information. Therefore, long-term
observations with high signal-to-noise ratios and short
exposure times can be done with LPSIM imaging.
Finally, similar to SIM,7,15 an important requirement for
LPSIM live imaging is that the acquisition time for each
subimage of the video sequence should be short enough so that
no feature moves more than approximately one reconstructed
FWHM length to avoid reconstruction artifacts. That is why it
is always better to use high acquisition speed even for longtime observations. To record sparsely sampled long-duration
videos, it is critical to minimize motion artifacts during each
acquisition. To limit excessive photobleaching, the lasers
should be blocked outside of the camera exposure time to
provide recovery time for the cells after photoexcitation.

CONCLUSIONS
With the new design of the LPSIM system, we demonstrated a
high-speed, large ﬁeld of view, and long-duration superresolution video with 50 nm resolution and low photobleaching, which other super-resolution microscopy techniques
currently cannot oﬀer. It is worth noting that the 50 nm
resolution is not the theoretical limit of the LPSIM method.
High-order harmonic peaks of the near-ﬁeld pattern have the
potential to bring even higher spatial frequency information of
the object into the detection bandwidth. Combined with
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Additional details on experimental methods; ﬁgures
showing fabrication steps for sapphire LPSIM substrates
and a graph of ideal fwhm of beads on top of the LPSIM
substrate; protocol of microtubulin preparation for
ﬂuorescent microscopy (PDF)
Movie S1 showing super-resolution and diﬀractionlimited 4 Hz video recordings of green microtubule
dynamics on a silica-based LPSIM substrate (AVI)
Movie S2 showing the process of how a microtubule
breaks apart in time (AVI)
Movie S3 showing a short 1 Hz super-resolution video of
microtubule dynamics on a sapphire-based LPSIM
substrate (AVI)

shift of the object information match the detection bandwidth of the
high NA objective, allowing the detection of the maximum possible
higher-spatial information on the ﬂuorescent object without
introducing many artifacts caused by a frequency domain mismatch.
Depending on the detection bandwidth of the imaging system and the
desired k-space, the size of the nanodiscs (or nanoparticles) could be
20−80 nm with a pitch size of 50−200 nm. The fabrication process
for the fused silica LPSIM substrate with 60 nm silver nanoantennas
and a 150 nm pitch size was published previously.29
Fabrication Process for Sapphire LPSIM Substrates. The
fabrication starts with a 1 in. sapphire coverslip from Olympus as a
substrate. Electron-beam lithography is used to deﬁne the pillar array
pattern on the substrate with PMMA as a resist. In order to avoid
charging eﬀects disturbing the exposure, a thin layer of ITO is
deposited on the substrate before coating with PMMA. After the
exposure and development of the PMMA, a 60 nm Ag layer is
deposited on the substrate following a 2 nm Ge adhesion layer by
electron-beam evaporation. The sample is then lifted oﬀ in an acetone
bath and rinsed in isopropyl alcohol, leaving the pillar array on the
substrate. Finally, PMMA is spin-coated on the sample multiple times
to planarize the surface. Following each coating, the sample is baked
on a 180 °C hot plate for 5 min to remove solvent and reﬂow the
polymer. Figure S1 summarizes the main steps of the fabrication
process. We note that a similar process of fabrication can be used with
other types of coverslips, diﬀerent periodic patterns, and metals.
The fabricated sapphire LPSIM substrate has multiple 1 mm2
hexagonal lattice patterns of silver discs (60 nm in diameter and
height) with 125, 135, and 145 nm pitch sizes (Figure 3a−c)
embedded in PMMA. The pitch and nanodisc size can be deﬁned by
the electron-beam lithography step. The thin top layer of PMMA
protects the silver nanodiscs and creates a relatively ﬂat surface for
biological surface imaging while keeping the sample in the range of
the evanescent plasmonic ﬁeld. To minimize near-ﬁeld coupling
between evanescent waves from neighboring nanodiscs, the ratio
between disc height, diameter, and pitch size was estimated by
simulating near-ﬁeld excitation patterns on objects at diﬀerent
incidental illumination angles (Figure 3d).
After experimental usage or damage of the substrate, the PMMA
protection layer with any attached loose ﬂuorescence can be removed
by using acetone, and new PMMA protection layers can be spincoated. By recoating new protection layers, the same substrate can be
used multiple times without contamination of the sample or damaging
the substrate.
Microtubulin Preparation for Fluorescence Microscopy. The
chemicals for microtubules were purchased from Cytoskeleton, Inc.
The modiﬁed preparation protocol is provided as Supporting
Information. Prepared microtubules were diluted to proper
concentration, drop-casted onto the LPSIM substrate, and sandwiched with a regular coverslip glass.
Image Processing. All of our video frame processing and
reconstructions were performed with MATLAB software. Before
LPSIM reconstruction, image sectioning for subimages was performed
so that out-of-plane noise due to ﬂuorophores excited by direct
transmitted laser light rather than plasmonic ﬁeld will be suppressed
in the reconstructed image. Because the illumination pattern of
LPSIM is not a sinusoidal standing wave in traditional SIM and the
actual illumination pattern in experiment might have distortions
caused by fabrication uncertainties, we used the blind SIM35
reconstruction approach, which does not require exact knowledge
of the illumination pattern. Instead of calculating the object
information in Fourier space, both the object and the illumination
patterns are treated as unknowns in real space and are solved using a
cost-minimization strategy. Each super-resolution LPSIM frame is
reconstructed using nine subimages with diﬀerent illumination angles.
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